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Abstract: In today’s world of growing advanced mobile technologies, the traditional voting method 

can be changed to a newer and effective approach termed as mobile voting. The Mobile voting system 

provides a convenient, easy and efficient way to vote eliminating  the shortcomings oftraditional approach. In 

this paper we propose to build an E-Voting system which is basically an online voting system through 

which people can cast their vote through their smart phones or by using an e-voting website. To 

achieve the required security we are using OTP (one time password)approach , which is most commonly 

on the web to tell the difference between a human using a web service and an automated bot thus 

making the website more secure against spam- bot attacks. If the results of the matching algorithm are 

three point match then checks whether this person own voter ID after that it will check with AADHAAR ID, 

If he has the right to vote then a voting form is presented to him, and the third level of authentication is 

carried out by using One Time Password (OTP) principle. The OTP principle emphasizes that each time the 

user tries to log on, the algorithm produces pseudorandom output     thus improving the security. The 
result shows that the proposed algorithm capable of finding over 90% of the faces in database and allows 

their voter to vote in approximately 58 seconds. choices regarding exact issues, pieces of rule, citizen 

initiatives, constitutional amendments, recalls and/or to select their government and political 

representatives. [19] Nowadays Technology is being used more and more as a tool to contribution voters 

to cast their votes. To allow the use of this right, almost all voting systems around the world contain the 

following steps: 
Voter identification and authentication, voting and recording of votes cast, vote counting, publication of 

election results. [16] 
Voter identification is required during of the electoral process: 
1. first for voter registration in direction to establish the right to vote and then, at voting time, to allow 

a citizen to use their right to vote by authenticating if the person satisfies all  the requirement 

sneeded to vote (authentication). [14] 

2. Security is important of the e-voting process. Therefore the necessity of designing a secure e-

voting system is very important.  Generally,    mechanisms     that ensure the security and privacy of 

an election can be time consuming, expensive for election administrators, and inconvenient for 
voters.[12] 
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I. Introduction 
The aim of this research is to project an appropriate application for real time online electronic voting 
systems for polling commission.[17]The voting is to permit voters to use their right to prompt their 
3.  There are different stages of e-voting security. Therefore serious actions must be occupied to 

keep it out of public domain. Also, security must be practical to hide votes from publicity. [9] 
4. There is no capacity or measurement for acceptable security level, because the level depends on 

type of the information. An acceptable security level is a constant cooperation between usability 
and power of security method.[7] 

 

II. Literature Review 
In [1], the author Kohno T., Stubblefield A., Rubin A. and Wallach D. S, (2004), describes the 

security features of the electronic voting system and e-voting system is better than manual voting system. 

Also, the author shows that voters, without any insider privileges can cast unlimited votes without 

being detected by any mechanisms within the voting terminal software. 
In [2], the author CiprianStănică- Ezeanu (2008) reviewed e-voting procedure by 

describing its advantages and disadvantages. His work wasmajorly on the security measures such as 

firewalls or SSL communications which are necessary but not sufficient to guarantee

 the specificsecurity requirements of e-voting. Also, the author describes the additional layer of     
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specialize dsecurity  technology to address the specific risks posed by electronic voting and guarantee 

critical security requirements such as voters’ privacy, vote integrity and voter-verifiability. The author 

equally suggested the use     of     Biometrics     and     smartcard for authenticating users. One major 
issue the author stressed out is the difference between biometric and “classic” authentication like smart 

cards. The e-voting system proposed in [2] does not interact in any way with the biometric characteristics of 

the actual users, but still authenticates the user with the help of the user’s authentication certificate on the 

smart card. In [3],Manish K, Suresh K.T, Hanumanthappa. M, Evangelin G.D (2005) the author 

specified mainly on securing the voting system, by comparing the insecurities that exist in the manual voting 

system to that of the electronic voting system. 
Authors Rossler T.G (2011) in [4] suggested the use of Remote Internet Voting, with a view to 

enhance voter convenience, increase voter confidence and voter turnout. In the survey, authors suggested 

remote poll-site electronic voting as the best step forward as it provides better voter convenience, but at the 

same time, does not compromise security. 
In [5], the author Avi Rubin (2001) review the security measures needed for remote online 

voting system by focusing on two cases where voters cast their ballots over the Internet – the 2000 

Arizona Democratic Primary and the University of Virginia Student Council Elections. The author claims 
that a secure voting system must thoroughly satisfy four major requirements: authentication,

 availability, confidentiality and integrity. 
 

III. Problem Statement 
Making the electronic voting  system has an obligation of security  and of acquiring user 

confidence , usually user can access to the electronic voting system and voting on the text without security 

system, that any user can access to the electronic voting system through the ID number for another 
user and he/she can vote more than one time at the same text, The users could know the result of voting 

during the process of voting which make the system dicey and mistrust, The user can dominate the result of 

voting by the access that he or she has of the result before the end of election day.[8] 
 

IV. System Model 
Electric Election systems are capable to mark the voting system more controlled, secure and 

speedy. E-Election system helps public to elect their representatives more securely and express their 

preferences for how they want to be governed. [6] 
Election development has very strong media coverage mainly, if something goes wrong [10]. This 

system will increase the level of security and make the trust and confidence in voters. 
The origin of Maoist violence and presented that public need a more secure method of casting their 

vote. [16] To make the voting system trust well-meaning is very hard just because it needs high security 

requirements: privacy and integrity.  Confidentiality means all voters developconfident about the privacy 

of votes and prevent export of votes. Integrity means declaration of perfect results of elections and the 

correct including of votes. Integrity is easy to become through a public show of hands, but this dissipates 

confidentiality and confidentiality comes from the secret ballots, but this fails the integrity. The full E-
Election system provides people to vote in a secure way without any fear. The online voting system also 

providing the security to the voter’s by storing the vote in a secure digital form, if the voter votes beside 

spiteful applicant. This system also guarantees not to leak the vote in obverse of anyone.  

 

 
Figure 1: Diagram of analyzing voters section 
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V. Proposed Implementation 
The Online Voting should: 
• Be able to display all registered voters in the database to the SYSTEM ADMIN(s) as per their 

access rights and privileges. 

• Have a user-friendly interface and user guides understandable by people of average computer skills. 
• Be robust enough so that users do not corrupt it in the event of voting. 
• Be able to handle multiple users at the same time and with the same efficiency, this will cater for the 

large and ever growing population of voters. 
 

OTP 
The Main Security implementation of our project is the concept of One Time Password i.e. every 

time a new password is generated and sent to the user on his mobile phone. One Time Password is a 

Random 6 Digit Number that changes every time, whenever user logs on to the system and 

performs some transaction. 
 

 

 
User gets OTP User Client Servervia server 

 

The Concept has been implemented in such a way that it adds high level of security to our 

banking Application. 

 
Figure 2: proposed Flow chart 

 

The Flow chart of the mobile voting shows the sequential flow of how the data passes from 

one activity to another. It starts from Registration, Login and Forgot password .The Fig 2 shows the 

initial screen when the application starts. It has the login form, registration and forgot password and 

then continues 
 

Registration: - This option is used when the user is first registering through the application. It will take 

them to a registration screen. 
 
Login:This option allows us to log us in for voting. 
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Result Activity: The task of voter registration is strictly preserved for the system administrator. 
Therefore if you are logged in as a mere user/voter, you don’t have this privilege, therefore, the 

registration page link is disabled for you. 
 
OTP Activity: The task of OTP (one time password) is to send a mobile phone on the registered mobile 

after logging in theaccount, so that we can cast vote only after we are authorized to do so by the OTP sends 
us a random message on our mobile an random number and then wecan insert the number to vote. 
 

Voting Activity: - After voting, a voter is allowed tocheck the results by visiting the results page. 
 

VI. Result 
The proposed Online Voting System with OTP scheme is described in this section. In this 

proposed method we will commence the work with database creation. In order to create the database we 

collect the voter detail from different voters as shown in the figures. 

 
Figure 1: Voter registration form 

 

 
Figure 2: Admin Login form 
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Figure 3: Activate to voter by Admin permission 

 

 
 

Figure 4: New Politician form 
 

 
Figure 5: New voter login form with authorized voter id, AADHAAR id and password 
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Figure 6: Access OTP on registered mobile for vote 

 

 
Figure 7: Now validate OTP 

 

 
Figure 8: voter get successfully vote 
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Figure 9: Final result 

 

VII. Conclusion 
Genuine voter 

In Present time, OTP (one time password) applications are increased. Security is an important issue 

for handling such services. Current system provide security card based facility to authenticate user but 
this is not secure enough and may not be available on any time or situation. To overcome such type of 

issues we propose online e-Voting authentication system using OTP with aadhaar id and pseudorandom 

number generator that identification is too complex which is improving the security for brute force attack. 
The practicable future scope of the project includes the improvement in the security level of the 

system. In annexation to that it would be interesting to meet some other confidential primitives to improve 

the security level of online voting system. 
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